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Readings: 

Jeremiah 8:18-9:1 

Psalm 79:1-9 

1 Timothy 2:1-10 

Luke 16:1-13 

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts be acceptable in your 

sight, O Lord, my strength and my redeemer.  Amen. 

Sermon: Truth 

It seems to me that each of our readings today contains some pretty challenging 

material, and none more so than the Gospel reading from Luke concerning the parable 

of the dishonest manager.  Everyone, even small children, know that to lie, to be 

dishonest, is wrong. But despite this self-evident fact, I sometimes wonder what the 

world would be like if everyone actually spoke the truth, as difficult as that might be. 

Speaking the truth is so rare these days, both in the public and private domains, and 

“gilding the lily” so common, that a world in which the truth is consistently spoken, 

consistent lived, is almost impossible to imagine.  

So important is speaking the truth that God saw fit to include it as one of the Ten 

Commandments. The Ten Commandments form the basis of the Jewish Law, stating 

God's universal and timeless standards of what is right and what is wrong. The Torah 

includes in total 613 commandments, but the Ten Commandments form the 

theological basis for the rest of them. And God specifically commanded Moses (in 

Exodus 20:16) that this foundational law include a statement about honesty, not 

honesty in general but a particular kind of honesty, a particular kind of truth: “You 



shall not bear false witness against your neighbour”. Honesty in all aspects of life is 

of course implied. But God considered this particular form of truth telling so 

important - i.e. speaking the truth in relation to, and about our fellow human beings - 

that God saw fit to include it as one of the ten foundational commandments. And 

Jesus himself, in Matthew 19:16-19, repeats just five of the Ten Commandments, and 

included in these is “You shall not bear false witness”. 

Despite the fact that most of us as children are well-schooled in the importance of 

telling the truth, as we get older and have greater freedom and control over our lives, 

there is certainly an increased temptation to tell things as we might want them to be, 

how it suits us best, rather than as they actually are. I seem to remember when I 

worked as a psychologist reading some well-established research study showing, in a 

large and representative sample of people, that the one thing that determined how 

honest someone would be is: how likely it is that they would be found out! Sadly, we 

even sometimes encourage others to join in with our lies - if we can convince them 

too that there is advantage to them in perpetrating the lie. How very sad that is, not 

just for the people directly involved, but for the wider community. As they say, a 

pebble dropped in a pond in one place can impact another, even thousands of miles 

away. And how easy it is for small lies to gain a life of their own, and in the end 

become very big lies indeed, often creating circumstances that put people’s mental 

wellbeing and even physical wellbeing at risk. So we really must search our 

consciences from time to time to reassure ourselves of our commitment to truth, and if 

necessary, repent and make reparations where we have sinned. 

Which brings us rather nicely back to our Gospel reading today, the parable of the 

dishonest manager. This story is a pretty clear demonstration of what happens when 

dishonesty takes over our lives, and becomes just another tool for self-protection and 

self-gratification, a finely-honed technique by which we can get what we want when 

we want it, or so we might think. The manager of whom Jesus speaks has already 

shown himself to be dishonest. We are told that the charge initially brought against 

him is squandering the property of the person to whom it rightfully belonged. His 



responsibility, as manager, was to manage this property well. This he has not done, 

and so the owner calls him to account, telling him - in all honesty - that under the 

circumstances his time as manager must come to an end. Immediately, the dishonest 

manager begins a conversation with himself, not about how he might honestly admit 

his failures and mismanagements, and perhaps as a result gain insight and perhaps 

even help. Rather, his self-talk is completely self-serving: he immediately tries to 

work out how he can save his skin, and the decision he reaches is to do so by being 

completely dishonest again - repeatedly falsifying financial statements of debts - so 

that he might ingratiate himself with the debtors. It is certainly a shrewd - if 

deceitfully crafty - action, something that the owner of the property himself 

acknowledges. But is it right? Is it good? Will it grow true riches for the manager? 

Jesus’ answer to these questions is uncompromising and completely clear: ‘Whoever 

is faithful in a very little is faithful also in much; and whoever is dishonest in a very 

little is dishonest also in much. If then you have not been faithful with the dishonest 

wealth, who will entrust to you the true riches? And if you have not been faithful with 

what belongs to another, who will give you what is your own?” (Luke 16: 10-12). 

Sadly for everyone, many of the world leaders of our day are so manipulative of the 

truth, so blatantly untruthful when it suits them so to be, that their untruthfulness is 

openly parodied in the press and in everyday conversation. And yet, it may seem to 

us, they get away with it. But do they really? And to what terrible end, for themselves 

and for the communities that they were elected to serve? And in bemoaning this evil 

in some of our leaders, in pointing the finger elsewhere, we must be careful not to 

minimise our own responsibility to be honest, even in what by contrast may seem 

relatively small matters: “Whoever is dishonest in a very little is also dishonest in 

much’. 

Just imagine a world in which every one spoke the truth in love. In the Letter of Paul 

to the Ephesians, that wonderful teaching about how we are to conduct ourselves 

within the body of Christ, as a community of Christian brothers and sisters, Paul 

directs the Ephesians to put away all falsehood: “let us speak the truth to our 



neighbours, for we are members of one another.” (Ephesians 4:25). He says: “We 

must no longer be children, tossed to and fro and blown about by every wind of 

doctrine, by people’s trickery, by their craftiness in deceitful scheming. But speaking 

the truth in love, we must grow up in every way into him who is the head, into Christ, 

from whom the whole body, joined and knit together by every ligament with which it 

is equipped, as each part is working properly, promotes the body’s growth in building 

itself up in love.” (Ephesians 4:14-16) 

  

Our reading from 1 Timothy today affirms that it is right - and what God wants for us 

all - that we might live a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and dignity. Honesty, 

in all our actions and in what we say, particularly about each other, is one of the 

foundations of such a godly and peaceable life. And God wants us all not only to be 

truthful, but to know the truth. And of that truth there can be no doubt: there is one 

God … there is one mediator between God and mankind, Jesus Christ, and he gave 

himself as a ransom for all that we all may have life and life in all abundance. Thanks 

be to God. 

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 


